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This exam consists of four questions, of which you must answer only TWO.
Begin your answers with the relevant question number.
All questions must be answered in English.
 
The exam should be written in Word or an equivalent program, and converted into ONE PDF
document before submitting.  You should allow yourself 3-5 minutes before the time runs out to
convert to a PDF and submit your assignment.
 
You can read more about how to convert your file into a PDF
here: https://www.uio.no/english/studies/examinations/submissions/submit-answer/submit-file-
upload.html
 
You can use an online dictionary if needed, we recommend https://www.macmillandictionary.com/
 
The exam will place an emphasis on analysis, understanding and critical thinking (not merely the
reproduction of facts).
 
Sources and referencing 
It is important that you get familiar with the rules for sources and referencing:
https://www.hf.uio.no/english/studies/sources-referencing/index.html 
Using other people’s material without declaring it properly may be considered as cheating or
attempted cheating. The consequences of cheating or attempeted cheating may be severe for you
as a student, please follow the link for more information:
https://www.uio.no/english/studies/examinations/sources-citations/
 
Students are not expected to make extensive use of sources and should draw on their own
understanding of the course content and reading. However, where specific material from sources
(e.g. wording or data from textbooks or web materials) is included, short references must be
provided in the text, e.g. (Oakland 71) or (parliament.uk). General factual information does not
require referencing.
 
Other writers' words must be placed in quotation marks and followed by one of these references.
Avoid non-academic and unofficial websites. A list of any sources used (in simple form; no
publication details necessary) should come at the end of each answer, e.g. 
•    Oakland, British Civilisation 
•    ons.gov.uk
 
Contact information 
If you have technical questions for instance regarding your computer, internet or updates of
browsers, please contact IT Helpdesk: https://www.uio.no/english/services/it/digital-
teaching/helpdesk.html
If you are experiencing technical difficulties during your examination or have further questions,
please call 22 84 10 70 or 22 85 83 92
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1 Exam questions
Answer only TWO of the four questions below. Please indicate which questions you are answering
by including the relevant numbers (and, if applicable, letter). Each essay will be worth 50% of your
grade.
 

1. How has the relationship between class and UK party politics developed over the last 50
years?

2. What kind of impact did the 1944 Education (Butler) Act have on British society?
3. How and why has the UK’s relationship with Europe changed since the Second World War?
4. The Union established in 1801 (England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales) underwent significant

changes during the twentieth century. Explain the political significance of ONE of the
following: 
a. The partition of Ireland (1920-21) 
b. Devolution and nationalism in Scotland (1997-present)
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